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On May 21, 2015, the RAND Corporation (“RAND”) published a report entitled “Bankruptcy’s Effect on Product Identification in Asbestos Personal Injury Cases” (the “2015 Report”). This was RAND’s third report on asbestos trusts and asbestos litigation published since 2010 written by Lloyd Dixon and Geoffrey McGovern (the “RAND Authors”) as part of a multi-year program primarily funded by asbestos tort defendants and their insurers, who are engaged in a widespread effort to reduce their responsibilities to asbestos victims. The 2015 Report claims to conclude statistically that plaintiffs, when asked during tort system litigation discovery to name the manufacturers of the asbestos to which they were exposed, deliberately fail to identify bankrupt companies. This is a serious accusation and, as we discuss below, one that is not supported by — indeed, is refuted by — RAND’s own data.

The 2015 Report is based on an analysis of a non-random sample of forty-nine mesothelioma cases filed in two jurisdictions over a twelve-year period. These forty-nine cases were supplied to RAND by asbestos defendants and their counsel from the tens of thousands of cases filed against them across the country. There is no indication that these cases are representative of a broader trend or illuminate anything other than the peculiar circumstances in this tiny fraction of cases. Moreover, from data analyzed in an earlier version of the 2015 Report RAND concluded that plaintiffs did not deny exposure to the products of bankrupt companies in depositions after the bankruptcies. This evidence and conclusion were dropped from the final 2015 Report.

Our law firm, which represents a number of asbestos Trust Advisory Committees, was one of the recipients of drafts of this report from RAND and we provided many comments in an effort to assist the RAND Authors and correct their errors. We had received drafts of each of RAND’s two earlier reports as well and, similarly, had tried to persuade RAND of the errors in analysis and conclusions. This paper will attempt to set the record straight on RAND’s conclusions in the reports, referencing the drafts and the correspondence generated by the drafting process.

A. The 2010 Report — Introducing the Trusts

RAND’s first report, “Asbestos Bankruptcy Trusts: An Overview of Trust Structure and Activity with Detailed Reports on the Largest Trusts” (the “2010 Report”) was prepared because the RAND Authors said there was a shortage of information to “help interested parties better understand how trusts operate and their activities to date.” The 2010 Report was primarily descriptive. What was surprising was how little
the RAND Authors understood about the trusts, their processes, and asbestos disease generally even after they had concluded their research and felt sufficiently informed to circulate their draft — a draft that contained multiple factual errors even in the non-controversial data collected about the trusts from public documents. A number of trusts that received the draft wrote to RAND to correct these errors. While this draft review process worked to correct many simple factual errors, it did not work with the broader conceptual flaws in RAND’s subsequent reports.

B. The 2011 Report — The Trusts’ Effect on the Tort System

Roughly one year later, RAND published a second report, “Asbestos Bankruptcy Trusts and Tort Compensation” (the “2011 Report”). The 2011 Report, like its predecessor, was funded primarily by asbestos defendants, insurers, and their trade association representatives. Its publication occurred concurrently with the asbestos defendants’ efforts to seek favorable federal and state legislation while complaining about so-called “double-dipping” by plaintiffs. The 2011 Report addressed “whether a lack of coordination between the trusts and the tort system allows plaintiffs to, in effect, recover once in the tort system and then again from the trusts [and] whether the payments by solvent defendants are being properly adjusted to account for the compensation available from the trusts.” In other words, the 2011 Report asked whether the existence of the trusts empowered plaintiffs to “recover” more than amounts to which they were entitled under applicable law — what defendants dubbed “double-dipping.”

Any discussion of effects on asbestos litigation must begin with an understanding of the litigation itself. Unlike classic litigation where there is one plaintiff and one or a small handful of defendants who participate in an isolated event, tens of thousands of asbestos victims have been industrially exposed to dozens of asbestos-containing products over decades in their jobs. When they fall victim to asbestos disease, they properly call upon each of those dozens of tortfeasors to compensate them for their injuries. As with all tort litigation, more than 99% of the cases resolved are settled between the plaintiff and each of the parties that caused the injury. The plaintiff’s compensation, then, is the sum of the settlements entered into, whether from tort system defendants or from bankruptcy trusts or any combination of them. The use by the RAND Authors of the word “recover” to suggest that the plaintiffs, by “recovering” in the tort system and then “recovering” in the trust system, are “recovering” more than the total to which they were entitled was grossly misleading. Where no verdict and judgment is reached and paid, there is no definition of the amount to which a plaintiff is entitled to “recover”. Rather, whether settlement funds come from tort defendants or from trusts the amount that the plaintiff “recovers” is simply the sum of all the settlements achieved. Only in the minute number of cases that actually go to verdict and judgment and the judgment is paid, is there a definition of the amount to which the plaintiff is entitled to “recover”. In these rare cases, any settlement amounts received previously by the plaintiff offset the amount due under the judgment and the entity which pays the judgment steps into the shoes of the plaintiff and is empowered to recover any amounts to which the plaintiff would otherwise have been entitled, such as those based upon claims against trusts not yet resolved. This result has its expression in the single satisfaction rule.

The initial draft of the 2011 Report contained many errors. Confusion about applicable legal doctrines manifested itself in various ways, including, unexpectedly, the RAND Authors’ lack of knowledge or understanding of the single satisfaction rule, which as discussed, and as well-known to practitioners, precludes a plaintiff from “recovering” in the tort system more than once.

As we tried to explain to RAND, to conform with the operation of the single satisfaction rule, each trust’s procedures includes the availability of “indirect claims”. “Indirect claims” are filed with a trust by any entity that as a defendant in an action in which damages were sought for injury caused by asbestos or asbestos-containing products went to judgment and paid all or part of the share of damages for which a trust bears responsibility. In other words, where a tort defendant has paid a trust’s share of damages, it steps into the claimant’s shoes and can recover from the trust what the trust would have paid the claimant. These indirect claims function much as rights of contribution do in the tort system. RAND misunderstood and mischaracterized the trusts’ approach to indirect claims in various ways, including incorrectly reasoning that it is better for defendants if claimants...
file trust claims before verdict because “the rights of a direct claimant [plaintiff] are superior to those of an indirect claimant.”15 Worse yet, the RAND Authors persisted in concluding that in certain cases “the plaintiff can receive full compensation in the tort system and then receive additional compensation from the trusts.”16

In the absence of any real world evidence of “double-dipping” to examine, RAND created and described a “thought experiment” to “understand the possible impact that the reorganizations and subsequent establishment of the trusts could have on total plaintiff compensation and payments by defendants that remain solvent.”17 The “thought experiment” consisted of imagining a series of scenarios. RAND first assumed that all potential defendants in an asbestos personal injury case were solvent and that the jury returned a verdict in favor of the plaintiff, allocating liability among the defendants in accordance with the relevant state laws, and then imagined the same plaintiff and defendants, but with some of the defendants reorganized and trusts up and running in their place.18

In the second phase of the “thought experiment”, the trusts’ predecessors were out of the tort system and the trusts settled the claims. As expected, these settlements had various effects depending on the various state laws governing the calculation of set-offs. However, RAND incorrectly attributed these effects to the trusts. The outcomes were not a consequence of the existence of the trusts because the “results” of the thought experiment could be reproduced by replacing the settlement payment from a trust with a settlement payment by a solvent defendant. The outcomes of their “thought experiment” were the natural result of the tort system, in which some defendants settle and others do not. We demonstrated this to the RAND Authors after reviewing the Second Draft 2011 Report.19 Nonetheless, in the final version of its 2011 Report, RAND persisted in falsely linking the changes in plaintiff compensation resulting from settlements to the existence of the trusts, not to the natural operation of the tort system where some co-defendants settle.20

C. The 2015 Report — Plaintiffs’ Alleged Misbehavior

RAND’s latest report, “Bankruptcy’s Effect on Product Identification in Asbestos Personal Injury Cases” (the “2015 Report”), professes to examine “the extent to which exposures to a firm’s asbestos-containing products cease to be identified in tort cases once the firm declares bankruptcy . . . and] the nature of the exposure information provided in plaintiffs’ responses to interrogatories and in depositions of plaintiffs and plaintiffs’ family members and coworkers.”21 As with the 2011 Report, its release coincided with a tort defendants’ legislative effort – Congress’s consideration of the FACT Act,22 which under the guise of “transparency” would require the asbestos trusts to publish the personal information of thousands of asbestos victims.23

The 2015 Report is based on two false premises about the nature of asbestos litigation, and even accepting the false premises, the data does not support the conclusions. First, RAND assumes that plaintiffs know the identity of all the manufacturers of the asbestos-containing products to which they were exposed decades earlier.24 Second, RAND assumes for the purposes of this analysis that the identification of these manufacturers, while known to the plaintiffs, is unavailable to the defendants in spite of their concession to RAND that it is available.25 RAND then builds on these two assumptions to reach a false conclusion not supported — indeed belied — by its own data: that asbestos victims improperly conceal this evidence in their written and oral testimony to inhibit tort system defendants from proving these exposures so the plaintiffs can recover more funds than they are entitled to.26

1. The Data

In order to explore the “before and after” bankruptcy status, RAND reviewed mesothelioma cases filed between 1998 and 2010 from two exposure sites: cases with exposure at the Brooklyn Navy Yard filed in New York, and cases from the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility in Washington State filed in California (what it called “West Coast Navy” cases).27 RAND compared plaintiffs’ identifications of various companies in those cases arising from the same worksite before and after the companies declared bankruptcy.28

From the thousands of mesothelioma cases filed in New York and California between 1998 and 2010, RAND based its ultimate analysis and conclusions about the Brooklyn Navy Yard cases on nineteen
cases and its ultimate analysis and conclusions about the West Coast Navy cases on thirty cases.29 As RAND concedes, neither tiny group of cases was randomly selected. Indeed, the few cases studied were supplied to RAND by defendants’ law firms (most of whom were sponsors of the study)30 who selected them from their own thousands of case files. RAND cannot claim that the tiny population it did analyze is in any way representative even of the Brooklyn Navy Yard or the West Coast Navy cases as a whole, let alone the general population of tens of thousands of mesothelioma plaintiffs, yet it lets the reader assume so simply by publishing the article.

Moreover, as RAND knows, the results of its “study” have no statistical significance for any larger or different group of case files.31 Ironically, although it examined slightly more West Coast Navy cases, — as RAND noted — the results observed there were not statistically significant even within the group itself.32

2. The Assumptions
RAND’s first false assumption was that plaintiffs knew the identity of all the manufacturers of the asbestos-containing products as they were exposed decades earlier, so that they were in a position to “name” them when asked in discovery. As we told RAND, this is not so. The exposure to asbestos that leads to mesothelioma typically happens thirty or more years before the disease manifests,33 meaning that elderly and dying victims are being asked to recall the identity of manufacturers of products — not just the nature of the products — they worked with many years before, when at the time there was no reason to learn their names or remember them. Many products — such as installed asbestos insulation, a product of many of the larger bankrupt defendants — did not have the name of the manufacturer printed on them. Plaintiffs who tore out that insulation thirty years earlier to perform repairs on pipes and gaskets did not know the identity of the manufacturer at the time and so they had no basis on which to recall it at depositions thirty years later. Before the bankruptcy of those entities, if plaintiffs sought to prevail against them, their proof was marshaled by their lawyers, not from the memories of the elderly, dying victims, but from libraries of data containing purchase and shipping records, blueprints and build orders, invoices and sales documents, and depositions and affidavits accumulated by the parties over decades of litigation from knowledgeable witnesses, such as purchasing clerks who ordered and received the products and workers who installed them.34

The second false assumption is that defendants do not have practical access to this information. As RAND itself noted, this assumption was contradicted by plaintiffs’ lawyers — and, indeed, its falsity was conceded by defendants.35 Of course, defendants begin with full knowledge of where their own asbestos-containing products were, and so they start with more knowledge than any plaintiff. With respect to other products to which plaintiffs were exposed, the library of data employed by plaintiffs’ lawyers is equally available to defendants.36 Any current defendant is almost certainly a repeat player and will have litigated thousands of asbestos cases over decades, with the same co-defendants, often involving the same worksites. (Crane Co., one of the funders of the 2015 Report, reports in its 10-K that it had 2,743 new claims brought against it in 2014.37) To the extent the remaining tort-system defendants want to identify any absent manufacturer, their unfettered access to this accumulated evidence puts them equally in control of the proof.

According to RAND, defendants’ lawyers complained that it is expensive and difficult to prove exposure to the products of bankrupt parties38 and explained their failure to offer proof of alternate exposure as part of a litigation strategy.39 In other words, defendants would prefer the plaintiffs to pay the costs to organize and otherwise prepare what would be proof of an issue at trial as to which defendants have the burden.40 Moreover, the situation is no different whether the non-party is a trust or a settling solvent defendant.

Even ignoring the fallacies of these underlying assumptions, the 2015 Report not only does not prove RAND’s conclusions, but also, RAND’s own research contradicts them.

3. The Draft 2015 Reports
The 2015 Report concludes that plaintiffs are failing to identify bankrupt entities as sources of their exposure.41 RAND’s initial study was designed to ensure this result. To do the before bankruptcy and after bankruptcy counts, the initial draft of the study (the “First Draft 2015 Report”)32 reviewed the naming of entities in complaints as well as in interrogatories and
depositions. This design forced the inevitable conclusion that plaintiffs attributed their asbestos exposure to companies before those companies went bankrupt and stopped afterwards. But RAND’s conclusion that plaintiffs named these companies before and not after bankruptcy based on a count that included complaints was rigged, since, as everyone familiar with this area well knows and as we told the RAND Authors, the Bankruptcy Code prohibits a plaintiff from suing a debtor during its bankruptcy case and plan injunctions prohibit a plaintiff from suing either the reorganized debtor or its asbestos trust. Of course the plaintiffs stopped naming them in their complaints, since the law forbade them from doing so. It was difficult to understand how the RAND Authors could have made this error after years of examining the process leading to the emergence of the bankruptcy trusts.

Moreover, RAND’s First Draft 2015 Report also contained what apparently proved to be an inconvenient finding. RAND investigated for and calculated a so-called “denial rate” — the rate at which plaintiffs “deny” exposure to particular products when asked about them at their depositions. RAND found that there is “no indication that denial rates increase post-bankruptcy” (the First Draft 2015 Report suggested that the denial rate actually decreased post-bankruptcy in the sample). In other words, in the cases RAND reviewed, plaintiffs were telling the truth at their depositions, a finding inconsistent with the entire direction of the research. All reference to the “denial rate” and RAND’s findings about it disappeared from the next draft and final version.

4. The Final 2015 Report

The published 2015 Report changed little from the final draft; it deleted complaint data, but otherwise kept the methodology, which yielded at best ambiguous results. RAND continued to rely on the assumption that plaintiffs control evidence of exposure, and did not consider other reasons to explain the results it found. The results within the sample remain an observation that has no statistical significance. Although RAND stresses that “[t]he outcome of an asbestos lawsuit crucially depends on whether evidence of exposure to the products of bankrupt parties is introduced in the tort case,” there is no data to support this assumption. If it were true, then presumably defendants would prioritize such evidence and seek it in depositions, which the 2015 Report acknowledges that they do not, or simply gather it from libraries of data as plaintiffs’ lawyers do and offer it at trial.

The 2015 Report assumes that plaintiffs have this evidence that they choose to conceal; it then further implies that they have deliberately chosen to conceal it. The study never addresses the likelihood that the individual plaintiffs do not have personal knowledge of (or are unable to recall) the names of products to which they were exposed. However, the idea that plaintiffs deliberately lie is nowhere supported by the findings and was contradicted by the “denial rate” findings in the First Draft 2015 Report.

Even if the analysis tells us something about these 49 cases selected by the defendants’ firms, it tells us nothing about the two job sites more generally, let alone the rest of the country. There is no evidence that any finding in the 2015 Report is applicable to any location or plaintiff other than the small group which made up the non-random sample. Not only are the samples not representative of anything outside themselves, the two samples do not agree. And the results for the West Coast Navy cases are still not statistically significant, even among themselves.

To the extent that RAND claims to have observed a pattern indicating that the identification of bankrupt defendants declines over time even within its small, non-random sample, the 2015 Report fails to address a number of probable explanations for the pattern. It is unlikely that the gradual decline happens because plaintiffs’ firms are slow to learn of a bankruptcy; perhaps it is instead that the bankruptcy is caused by the large numbers of claims filed in the years preceding it. Other variables, such as occupation and whether the plaintiff is alive or dead were not considered.

Moreover, there is no evidence that anything RAND has observed — even if it does exist — has any impact at all on tort system results, especially the settlements that make up 99% of case resolutions in which plaintiffs recover something. In that, the 2015 Report mirrors the 2011 Report, with its imagined (or, per RAND, “potential”) effects on the tort system, rather than addressing reality.
CONCLUSIONS

The 2011 and 2015 Reports are completely misleading, based as they are on RAND’s unreasonable assumptions.

The tort system in general and the compensation of injuries caused by asbestos in particular are complex and highly politicized. The 2011 and 2015 Reports purport to explain how the asbestos trusts and the bankruptcies of their predecessors alter the tort system. The problem with these reports is that the RAND Authors imply they are analyzing the actual function of the relationships between asbestos trusts, bankruptcies, and the tort system. But they are not. The 2011 Report is speculation cloaked as fact, and the 2015 Report builds on this speculation and a small non-random sample to draw misleading conclusions.

Although the RAND Authors qualify their work, noting that the 2011 Report shows “potential outcomes” and that the 2015 Report’s results are “non-representative”, the effectiveness of these qualifiers (which completely undercut the Reports) is minimized by the volume of material surrounding them. The Reports were published at critical times and on topics that are controversial and ripe for misuse. The RAND label obscures the poor design and limited applicability of the 2011 and 2015 Reports. RAND can, and should, do better than this.
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